Overview

- General overview of aging and its diversity
- Successful Aging
- Life expectancy of individuals with ASD
- Modifiable versus unmodifiable risks factors
- Research challenges
- What does the current literature tell us?
- Optimizing the aging process

The Diversity of the Aging Process

- Accelerated aging/chronic disease related to developmental disability
- Susceptibility to disease
- Individual organ systems age differently
- Social and cultural factors
- Genetic makeup
- Compensatory behaviors + access to resources
- Gender
- Lifestyle

What is Aging?

- Changes that are caused by processes within the individual which significantly decrease the probability of survival.
- The changes cannot be avoided or reversed; no one can escape the process of aging.
- Differs from disease, which may be avoided, managed, or cured, in some cases.
Types of Aging

- **Primary Aging**
  - Normal, disease free movement across adulthood
  - Changes are inevitable

- **Secondary Aging**
  - Changes related to disease and poor health practices

- **Tertiary Aging**
  - Rapid losses in function shortly before death

(Modifiable versus Unmodifiable Factors for Successful Aging)

**Unmodifiable**

- Age
- Gender
- Genetics
- Ethnicity

(Birren & Cunningham, 1985)

Successful Aging

**Optimal Aging**

“A kind of utopia, namely, aging under development enhancing and age-friendly environmental conditions” (Baltes & Baltes, 1990).

**Successful Aging**

- Low risk of disease
- Low risk of disease-related disability
- Maintaining mental and physical function
- Active engagement in life

(Modifiable versus Unmodifiable Factors for Successful Aging)

**Modifiable**

- Eat a balanced and healthy diet (and supplements)
- Maintain a healthy weight
- Exercise on a regular basis (include weight bearing exercises)
- Manage stress / allow time for relaxation
- Smoking (and secondary smoking!)
- Education (promote lifelong learning)
- Occupation (esp. promotes curiosity, or working with people)
- Leisure activities (mental, social, physical)
- Enriching relationships (evolving)
- Living in a nurturing/clean physical environment

(Grone & Kahn, 1987).
Where are the older adults with ASD?

Empirical studies including samples aged 50+ are practically absent in the literature.

Who can we research - those with ASD dx known to formal support systems, those without formal ASD dx, but would meet researcher screening criteria for probable ASD.

Hidden population – never dx, and never accessed formal support system – positive (exemplars of fully inclusive life), negative (over-reliance on a primary caregiver – future planning absent).

The hidden population may give the most valuable insights to both the risk and protective factors to obtain an optimal quality of life and successful aging.

Causes of Death in People with ASD

Scant research on disease prevalence rates.

Causes of death that are higher in ASD population compared with general population include:

- Seizures (SUD)
- Accidental Death (drowning, suffocation)
- Heart Diseases
- Cancer
- Respiratory Disorders (mostly pneumonia)

(Shavelle et al., 2001; Mouridsen et al., 2008; Gilberg et al., 2010)

Trajectory of Autism Symptoms Across the Lifespan

With regard to symptoms of autism there are 3 possible lifespan outcomes (e.g. Seltzer et al., 2004, Shattuck et al., 2007).

- Some improve (abatement of symptoms)
- Some plateau
- Some lose skills (esp. associated with psychiatric disorders)

“Indeed, it is astonishing that as many as between 10 and 20% outgrow the diagnosis, as autism is arguably among the most severe and pervasive of the developmental disorders.”

(pg. 240, Seltzer et al., 2004)

“Behavior is not static, nor is how autism is in our lives static.”

(pg. 252, Bovee, 2000)
**Aging Persons with Autism**

Recent study (Esbensen et al., 2009) noted that restrictive repetitive behaviors, i.e.
- restricted interests
- stereotypical movements
- need for rituals/sameness
- compulsive behaviors
- self-injurious behaviors
were *less severe* and *more infrequent* with increasing age.

---

**Are Changes Related A Growing Sense of Self-Awareness and Social Mores?**

Kanner reflected that the reason he believed that some of the individuals he worked with had more positive adult outcomes were that they were self-motivated to change their behaviors.

“Unlike most other autistic children, they became uneasily aware of their peculiarities and began to make a conscious effort to do something about them.” (pg. 209, Kanner, 1973).

---

**Are Reduction in Behavioral Symptoms Related to Aging of the Sensory Systems?**

- Sensory seeking and sensory defensiveness (i.e. high and low thresholds for response to sensory stimuli, oral, tactile, auditory, and visual)
- With increasing age – there are changes in threshold levels in both directions to levels usual in the general population (i.e. hypersensitivity decreases and hyposensitivity increases) (Kern et al., 2006).
- Therefore previous triggers to sensory defensiveness and sensory seeking behaviors are no longer as salient.

---

**Dual Diagnosis**

A study of aged 50+ adults with ASD, reported 31% met criteria for psychiatric caseness (Totsika et al., 2010).

However, in contrast, studies in children and adults with ASD report 70-75% (e.g. Ghaziuddin & Zafar, 2008; Simonoff et al., 2008).

Most common issues generally noted Anxiety Disorders, Depression, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, Oppositional Defiant Disorder, Tourette syndrome (e.g Ghaziuddin & Zafar, 2008; Simonoff et al., 2008).
Social and Vocational Outcomes

- Those with language skills, less impairment in social interaction, no ID, often fare better across lifespan in terms of education, employment, and social relationships, although still much lower rates of participation when compared to the general population (Howlin et al., 2004; Orsmond et al., 2004; Billstedt et al., 2005).

- Adults with ASD rely heavily upon their families in finding jobs, accommodations, and to utilize community facilities for social/recreational purposes (Howlin et al., 2004; Orsmond et al., 2004;)

- Emphasizes importance of lifelong learning, enriched environments, and community inclusion to optimize well-being over the lifespan.

Vulnerability of Hidden Older Adults

64 year old with suspected Asperger's Syndrome, lived independently, drove, and worked in a mail room of a department store for 20 years. Mother died (aged 101), he relocated to Florida to be near his siblings. Living in an ALF, developed late onset epilepsy and is no longer able to drive..... In a period of 12 months, he retired, lost his mother, his home, and driving license....

Two Notable Examples of Older Adults with Autism Aging Successfully

Temple Grandin, PhD  
Age 64

Donald Gray Tripplett  
Age 77

Optimizing Successful Aging for Older Adults with ASD

- Health promotion/health prevention -Wellness screenings (e.g. cancer screenings, dental checkups, mammograms).
- Psychological well-being - advocate to ensure availability of optimal treatments/medications for those with dual diagnosis (e.g. anxiety, depression).
- Effective epilepsy management.
- Polypharmacy (careful monitoring with increasing age).
Optimizing Successful Aging for Older Adults with ASD

- Essential to promote lifelong learning, education, employment (retirement) and socialization opportunities – with increasing age.
- Important to offer a range of new activities, that may result in continuing personal development and skill building.
- Fiscal management – essential to plan for financial security and how this will be achieved into the retirement years.

Broader Questions and Next Steps...

- Where are the aging people with ASD?
- Where are they living and with whom?
- What are they doing?
- Who are they doing it with?

Final thoughts..... Because there may be an uptake of new skills and interests, older adulthood may potentially be a very rewarding period of life for adults with ASD (with appropriate support).
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